Public Meeting on Draft Final § 50.46a Rule
Risk Informed ECCS Requirements
Risk-Informed

Rockville, Maryland
June 4, 2010
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§50.46a Rule Background
• Commission SRM (March 2003) directed staff to
prepare proposed rule
• Proposed rule published November 2005
• Industry commented that excessive rule burden
would prevent implementation
• Met with ACRS on draft final rule in Oct./Nov. 2006
• ACRS views in November 16, 2006 letter
– Insufficient defense-in-depth for pipe breaks larger than the
TBS
– Concerns with risk-informed assessment process
– Concerns with plant specific applicability of expert elicitation
and seismic analysis
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§50.46a Rule Background
Response to ACRS Letter
• Staff requested additional Commission guidance
on policy issues
• Commission SRM - August 2007
– increase overall defense-in-depth for breaks >TBS

• After revisions to rule were completed OGC
determined re-notice is necessary
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§50.46a Rule Background
• Supplemental proposed rule published
Aug. 2009
• Public comment period ended Jan. 2010
• Staff evaluated public comments and
prepared
dd
draft
ft final
fi l rule
l llanguage
• Rule language was recently made public
in on regulations.gov
• Discuss today how we resolved public
comments and determined the draft final
rule language
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§50.46a Rule Path Forward
Completion Schedule:
•
•
•
•

ACRS subcommittee meeting ….....… September 24, 2010
ACRS full committee meeting …….…..….. October 7, 2010
Provide final rule package to EDO …... November 29
29, 2010
Provide final rule to Commission …..… December 13, 2010
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§50.46a Rule Public Meeting
Conduct of Meeting:
• Discussions today will not be evaluated as
additional public comments to be formally
addressed
• In
I its
it discretion,
di
ti
th
the NRC may make
k adjustments
dj t
t
to the final rule based on information provided
today
• Basis for all provisions in final rule will be provided
in Federal Register notice
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Agenda
•

Background, Purpose and Conduct of Meeting
Richard Dudley

8:30 am – 8:40 am

•

Introductory Remarks
William Ruland, Director
Division of Safety Systems

8:40 am – 8:50 am

•

Public Comment Resolution and Rule Changes

8:50 am – 10:20 am

•

Comments on Applying § 50.46a to New Reactors
Richard Dudley, Stephen Downey

8:50 am – 8:55 am

•

Comments Related to Risk-Assessment
Stephen Dinsmore

•

Break

8:55 am – 10:25 am

10:25 am – 10:40 am
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Agenda
•

Comments Related to the Transition Break Size
Richard Dudley

10:40 am – 10:50 am

•

Demonstrating the Applicability of Generic Studies
Richard Dudley, Robert Tregoning

10:50 am – 11:05 am

•

Comments on Enhanced Leak Detection
Richard Dudley, Robert Hardies

11:05 am – 11:15 am

•

Comments on Thermal-Hydraulic Analysis
Timothy Collins

11:15 am – 11:25 am

•

Comments Related to Petitions for Rulemaking
Richard Dudley

11:25 am – 11:45 am

•

Additional Stakeholder Questions

11:45 am – 12:15 pm

•

Adjourn

12:15 pm
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R
Resolution
l ti off Public
P bli Comments
C
t
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Public Comment Evaluation
Comment on applicability to new reactor designs
• Plant-specific determination of TBS for new
designs creates uncertainty re: implementation of
§ 50.46a
NRC response
• Agree that uncertainty exists
• Alternative rule, reasonable uncertainty given the
diversity of new designs
¾ No changes to rule re: TBS for new reactors
– Some rewording to clarify applicability text and
interaction of § 50.59 with § 52.98
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Public Comments Related to
Risk Assessment and Associated
Rule Changes
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PRA related comments on
§ 50.46a
• Comment #1 resulted in substantive change to the rule (“14 days
operation in an unanalyzed condition”)
• Comments #2 and #3 resulted in minor changes (“PRA update interval”
and “minimal criteria”))
• Comments #4 and #5 results in no changes (“very small criteria” and
“cumulative evaluation”)
• Comment #6 resulted in substantive change to the rule (“LRF”)
• Other comments resulted in no changes or editorial changes
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COMMENT #1: 14 days operation
• Proposed Section (d)(5) permitted maximum of 14 days/year operation
without mitigating capability.
• Comment: Current risk-informed monitoring process (MRule and RiskInformed TechSpecs 4b) should be relied on without unique control
mechanism.
• Response to comment:
– Disagree that current monitoring processes can be relied on: they
deal with degraded mitigative function – not loss of function
– However, risk management technical specification initiative 6 does
deal with loss of function of selected systems, but ECCS systems
were specifically removed from this initiative and it requires some
type of compensatory/backup capability to ensure the function can
still be performed.
• Changed draft final rule to permit applicable future monitoring process
to be implemented after NRC review and approval
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Comment #2: PRA update interval
•

Proposed Section (d)(4) required PRA maintenance and upgrade, requantification, and confirmation that acceptance criteria continue to be met
every 2 refueling outages

•

Comment: Periodicity for PRA maintenance and upgrade should not be in rule,
ASME PRA Configuration Control can be relied upon to control periodicity

•

Response to comment:
– Disagree that ASME Standard alone is sufficient because the standard provides no
periodicity for maintenance and upgrade but, instead, directs that the PRA “is
sufficient to support the applications for which it is being used.”
– The ASME standards language leaves further specification to the application
– For 50.46(a) application the licensee should use the information gathered according
to the standard to periodically confirm that it continues to meet the acceptance
criteria

•

Changed draft final rule from every 2 refueling outages to every 4 years
consistent with new reactors requirement 50.71(h)(2)
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Comment #3: Definition of
minimal
• Section (f)(1) permits self-approval of changes if "increases in the
estimated risk are minimal compared to the overall plant risk profile”
• Comment: “minimal” looks like the same value as “very small” - should
further specify “minimal” in rule
• Response to comment:
– There is room for confusion in the rule/SOC language but shouldn’t
put numbers in the rule.
– The “very small” criteria in (f)(2) is a fixed criterion usable at all plants
whereas the minimal criteria in (f)(1) looks like a relative criteria
because of the “compared to overall risk” in Rule.
• Changed draft final rule to simplify criteria by deleting phrase “compared
to overall risk.” Retain clarification in SOC that minimal is 10-7/10-8/year,
as in NFPA-805 self-approval guidelines
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Comment #4: Use of “very
small” criteria
• Section (f)(2) states that the total increase in CDF and LERF should be
“very small”
• Comment: “Very small” departs and conflicts with RG 1.174 – increases
should be “small”
• Response to comment:
– Disagree that rule conflicts with RG 1.174, all guidance associated with “very
small” in RG 1.174 will be applied to evaluations made under the rule.
– In particular, same acceptance criteria can be used at all plants with no need
to demonstrate that total baseline CDF is less than 10-4/year
– Aside from reiterating difference with RG 1.174, Commenters provided no
new information to demonstrate that the Commissions direction in SRM on
SECY-07-0082 should be changed

• No change to the draft final rule
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Comment #5: Cumulative
change in risk
• Section (f)(2)(iv) states that a risk informed evaluation of the cumulative
effect of past changes is needed for each new change submitted for
NRC review
• Comment: Cumulative change in risk evaluation is not needed, not used
in other risk-informed applications
• Response to comment
– Cumulative risk (sequential changes over time) is considered in
every risk-informed application although resolution is application
specific
– Rule wording and eventual resolution the same as Risk-informed
Fire protection in 50.48(c) because these are similar rules
• No change to draft final rule
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COMMENT #6: Large Release
Frequency
• Proposed Section (f)(iii) required new reactors to use CDF and LRF
(instead of CDF and LERF).
• Comment: LRF should not be used
• Response to comment:
– Agreed, that including LRF in the rule is premature
– However new reactors have additional considerations
• Changed draft final rule to
– Use CDF and LERF for all reactors
– Added criteria that all changes “will not result in a significant
decrease in the level of safety otherwise provided by the design.”
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Other Comments
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comment: Should not require risk-informed evaluations of all 50.59
changes
Response: Agree: Confusion caused by error in cross references. Error
corrected.
Comment: Should not require use of a PRA that addresses all modes and
initiators
Response: Disagree: No change: Normal risk-informed scope applies, if the
contributor is not significant it may be treated with qualitative arguments
C
Comment:
t N
No need
d ffor reporting
ti
self-approved
lf
d changes
h
other
th than
th currentt
50.59 reports.
Response: Disagree: No change: Some changes enabled by 50.46a will no
longer affect design basis events and may not be reportable under 50.59.
Comment: Rule should be changed to clarify that changes to TechSpecs
must always be submitted
Response: Agree: Rule changed
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Public Comment Evaluation
Transition break size (TBS) comments
• TBS overly conservative for BWRs –
recommend 16” Sch. 80 pipe
– No supporting technical analysis or data

• PWRs – TBS for hot leg = largest pipe
attached to HL; TBS for cold leg = largest pipe
attached to CL
– No supporting technical analysis or data
– Staff has no information demonstrating different
likelihood of HL vs. CL breaks

¾ No changes made to TBS for BWRs or PWRs
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Public Comment Evaluation
Comments on Applicability of Generic
Studies Supporting the TBS
Comment #1
– Plant-specific assessments of the effect of
seismically induced breaks should not be
seismically-induced
required
– Similar comment on the initial proposed rule
– Commenter cited EPRI studies that
demonstrated the negligible contribution of
indirect seismically-induced LOCA risk

Applicability of Generic Studies
• NRC Response: Disagree that plant-specific assessments of
seismically-induced pipe breaks should not be required
• NUREG-1925 generically demonstrated that the risk of seismicallyinduced failures are inconsequential if certain conditions met
– Considered 10-5/yr and 10-6/yr seismic hazards (much bigger than SSE)
– Direct piping failure
•
•
•
•

26
6p
plants
a ts e
evaluated
a uated
Unflawed piping systems are extremely unlikely to fail
Extremely large circumferential flaws required before failure
Not every plant evaluated and plant information may have changed (i.e.,
seismic hazard functions)
• Plant-specific assessments ensure that plant-specific results fall within the
bounds considered in NUREG-1925

– Indirect piping failure
• Only two “generic” plants evaluated
• Risks of breaks above TBS in these plants are insignificant
• Limited study precludes reaching broader, generic conclusions

Applicability of Generic Studies
• Staff developing regulatory guidance for conducting plant-specific
assessments to demonstrate that the NUREG-1829 and NUREG1903 results are applicable
• Approach and response are consistent with ACRS comments

– Licensees who adopt § 50.46a should demonstrate that the NUREG1925 results bound the likelihood of seismically induced failure at their
plants
– Licensees may have to perform additional calculations to demonstrate a
comparable robustness of flawed piping

• Approach and response are also consistent with Commission
direction
– “…require licensees to justify that the generic results in the revised
NUREG-1829, ‘Estimating Loss-of-Coolant Accident Frequencies
Through the Elicitation Process,’ are applicable to their individual
plants.”
– Staff has interpreted this direction to also require licensees to justify that
the NUREG-1903 results are applicable

• No change was made to the rule as a result of this comment

Applicability of Generic Studies
Comment #2
• Licensees required to demonstrate that the results in
NUREG-1829 and NUREG-1903 remain applicable after
plant changes enabled by § 50.46a
– Expectation for re-evaluation of applicability of NUREG-1829
and
d NUREG
NUREG-1903
1903 after
ft plant
l t changes
h
embeds
b d a continuous
ti
process in the rule
– Implementation costs and associated reporting requirements will
have the potential to limit industry-wide implementation of
§ 50.46a.
– Simplified method to ensure the applicability needs to be
developed
– Some limitation on continuously ensuring applicability also needs
to be developed

Applicability of Generic Studies

• NRC Response: staff agrees with the commenter
– Costs for demonstrating the plant-specific applicability of NUREG-1829
and NUREG-1903 may prevent wide implementation of § 50.46a
– § 50.46a is voluntary
– Recognize the need to develop simplified guidance to justify the plantspecific applicability of the TBS
– Draft guidance provides an evaluation process for demonstrating
• Plant design, configuration, operation, and maintenance are consistent with
the assumptions used to develop TBS
• Aging management programs follow acceptable industry practice or have
been approved by the NRC
• Plant changes enabled by § 50.46a do not increase the frequency of passive
system failure.

– Regulatory guidance will allow estimates of part of the implementation
costs
– Staff will solicit interest in a pilot study to evaluate guidance
• Provide a basis to more accurately assess implementation costs
• May provide a basis for revising the guidance

• No change was made to the rule as a result of this comment

Public Comment Evaluation
Comment on enhanced leak detection
• Do not require enhanced leak detection for > TBS piping
because
– Detection methods cannot determine if leakage is from > TBS or
< TBS piping
– Existing TS leak detection requirements are adequate

NRC Response
• Unnecessary to differentiate between < TBS vs. > TBS
leakage as long as all > TBS piping has enhanced
detection
• Enhanced leak detection provides additional protection
against > TBS LOCAs for which § 50.46a allows
reduced mitigation capability
¾ No changes made to final rule
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Comments on Thermal Hydraulic Analyses

Public Meeting to Discuss Comment Resolution
10 CFR 50.46a
June 4, 2010
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Thermal Hydraulic Analyses
Comment TH-1

• Rule should not require prior NRC
review and approval of analysis
methods for breaks> TBS
– Methods should be available for inspection
– Prior review is inconsistent with events
being beyond the DBA
– Resources could be saved
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Thermal Hydraulic Analyses
NRC Response to Comment TH-1

• No change to rule
– ACRS recommended prior staff review
and approval
– Provides greater confidence in results
– Only significant model changes require
significant resources
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Thermal Hydraulic Analyses
Comment TH-2

• Rule requires comparisons of models to
experimental data for >TBS LOCAs
– Code-to-code should be sufficient
justification
– Text book approaches should be sufficient
justification
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Thermal Hydraulic Analyses
NRC Response to Comment TH-2

• No change to rule
– LB LOCA largely developed using
empirical correlations
– While extent and rigor of comparisons to
data may vary with model importance,
validation with data is necessary
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Thermal Hydraulic Analyses
Comment TH-3

• Rule requires capability to provide
onsite power via manual actions if non
safety equipment is credited
– Contrary to notion that beyond DBAs can
be analyzed without LOSP
– Adds burden and requires additional
analyses and mods to equipment
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Thermal Hydraulic Analyses
NRC Response to Comment TH-3

• No change to rule
– Credit allowed for offsite power in
analyses of > TBS breaks
– No impact on operational setpoints or
parameters
– Burden impact unlikely unless there is a
significant change to ECCS configuration
or core design
– Provides defense in depth for such
changes
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Thermal Hydraulic Analyses
Comment TH-4

Should “Coolable geometry” criterion should
be retained in rule for > TBS breaks?
Comments in favor of retention:
– Allows greater flexibility for compliance
– Could reduce analysis scope and cost
– Increases likelihood that licensees may find
implementation benefits
Comments opposing retention:
– Evaluation models are deficient
– Existing criteria are already non-conservative
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Thermal Hydraulic Analyses
NRC Response to Comment TH-4

Criterion will be retained
• Basis for comments opposing retention
are being evaluated in PRM 50-93
– If substantiated,
substantiated would require changes to
other regulations but would not preclude
use of a “coolable geometry” criterion

• Comments favoring retention are
consistent with intent of performance
based rulemaking
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Thermal Hydraulic Analyses
Comment TH-5

• § 50.46a could reference § 50.46(b) for
breaks < TBS
– Facilitate consistency
y between § 50.46
and § 50.46a for future changes to small
break criteria
– Administratively cleaner
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Thermal Hydraulic Analyses
NRC Response to Comment TH-5

• No change to rule
– Proposed alternative is feasible, but
– All inclusive rules p
provide a clearer view of
the totality of the requirements
– References in part, or in whole, to
requirements in other rules increase the
chance of misinterpretation or
misapplication
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Thermal Hydraulic Analyses
Comment TH-6

• Rule should not be promulgated until
§ 50.46(b) cladding ductility criteria are
modified
– Current ECCS criteria are nonconservative
– Facility changes under § 50.46a may
further stress the fuel or result in small
breaks becoming limiting
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Thermal Hydraulic Analyses
NRC Response to Comment TH-6

• No change to rule
– Long lead times for
design/licensing/fabrication of significant
changes to core designs
– Data used to support § 50.46(b) cladding
ductility rulemaking could be used to
ensure conservatism of proposed changes
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Public Comment Evaluation
Comments related to petitions for rulemaking
• Commenter stated that PRM-50-93 and PRM-50-84 show
there are deficiencies in ECCS evaluation models and
acceptance criteria that must be corrected before the NRC
issues § 50.46a allowing changes to ECCS designs
NRC Response
• § 50.46a relates more to size of pipe breaks and assumed
plant conditions that must be analyzed than to ECCS model
requirements
• NRC’s review of PRMs will determine if ECCS models are
deficient; if found deficient, appropriate changes will be made
to both §§ 50.46 and 50.46a
• Rulemaking in progress to update § 50.46(b) acceptance
criteria
¾ No changes made to final rule
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